NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
MEETING #6
October 24, 2012

Agenda

A. Action on Minutes

Minutes from meeting #5 are still in process.

B. Miscellaneous

USOAR proposals have been uploaded on Blackboard. The deadline to have your rankings to Suzanne is Wednesday, October 31, 2012.

C. Curriculum

Old Business:

#4 JOUR Program Revision: minor in Journalism (from meeting #1 and #3 – Reason: CCC wanted JOUR to explore additional sub-minors and using variable credits for the overall number of requirements)

#12 HIST New Course Proposal: HIST 385 (from meeting #2 – Reason: need explanation of how points translate into grades and grading scale)

New Course Proposal: HIST 389 (from meeting #2 – Reason: need explanation of how points translate into grades and grading scale)

#14 POLS Program Revision: addition of Emphasis 5 (from meeting #2 – Reason: need clear and updated comparison table for the different emphases)

Course Revision: POLS 494 (from meeting #2 – Reason: course description mentions emphasis 5 which is pending approval)

#29 GEOL Course Revision: GEOL 600 (from meeting #5 – Reason: need to remove “competent” phrase and replace with “consent of department” or “consent of graduate director”)
Course Revision: GEOL 725 (from meeting #5 – Reason: need to remove “competent” phrase and replace with “consent of department” or “consent of graduate director”)

Course Revision: GEOL 730 (from meeting #5 – Reason: need to remove “competent” phrase and replace with “consent of department” or “consent of graduate director”)

New Business:

#30 GEOL  New Course Proposal: GEOL 415
     New Course Proposal: GEOL 515

#31 JOUR  Program Revision: major in Journalism

#32 PSPA  Program Revision: Specialization in Strategic Management and Leadership